
call for participation
15th – 20th may 2017 : 2–7pm
applied poetics in urban space

claudia bosse, artistic director of theatercombinat, in collaboration with urban curators 
kyiv

we are looking for different people of all ages to participate in choreographic interventions 
in different urban areas of kiev. the interventions will be developed during a 6-day workshop that 
will offer choreographic tools and body consciousness exercises to read and to relate to the city.

we will use 5 different urban spaces in kiev, compare them, touch and explore their potentials. 
the body will be our instrument, the location and the archive of space experience. what are the prac-
tices and the rhythms inscribed in spaces and in our bodies? how can we use our body as a tool to 
disrupt daily routines? In a public working process we will develop choreographies in the public space 
as temporal appropriations. the individual body thereby becomes public.

the workshop is conceptualized and led by the german artist claudia bosse who is working on the 
co-authorship of space for artistic practice. she is a choreographer, theatre director and artist, inter-
nationally creating performances, multimedia installations and urban interventions.

no particular knowledge needed. the participants should be able to take part regularly in the 
workshop from 15th– 20th may, 2–7pm. the communication language will be english and ukrainian. 
our practice will be permanently public . please send a short email with some information about 
your motivation and background till 21 april 2017 to:
poeticsinurbanspace@gmail.com

the workshop “applied poetics in urban space” is part of “urban laboratory IDEAL PARADISE ukraine” 
in kiev and kharkiv by claudia bosse in collaboration with günther auer, produced by  theatercombinat 
vienna, in collaboration with urban curators, supported by wien kultur, change of scene/robert bosch 
foundation, goethe institut and by austrian cultural forum kiev.

www.theatercombinat.com
www.urbancurators.com.ua

contact nino khodorivska (production manager kiev) : +380 937747529 / contact oksana potapova (coordination participants 
kiev) : +380 506202727


